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of the highest peaks are seldom struck, simply because the storm generally forms, and runs its course, at a lower level.
Clearly, too, for any given region, the lower the cloud the greater the danger. Hence, a high degree of humidity is favorable to a dangerous storm, partly because the clouds will form at a low level, and partly because the precipitation, and probably, therefore, the electricity generated, will be abundant. Hence, too, a winter thunderstorm, because of its generally lower clouds, is likely to be more dangerous than an equally heavy summer one. Finally, as already explained, cyclonic or other cross-current thunderstorms, presumably, are more dangerous than those due to local heating; and, therefore, the thunderstorm of middle latitudes is generally more dangerous than one of equal severity in the tropics.
It may also be interesting to note that the front edge of a thunderstorm, probably, is more dangerous than any other portion; more dangerous, because it is immediately beneath the region of most active electrical generation, and because objects here, often, still are dry and, therefore, if struck, more likely to be penetrated and fired than later, when wet, and thus partially shielded by conducting surfaces.
LIGHTNING PROTECTION
If, as seems quite certain, the lightning discharge follows, or tends closely to follow, the instantaneous lines of electric force, then it is obvious that whatever changes the direction of this force must correspondingly alter the path the flash shall take. To the extent, then, that the direction of electric force near the surface of the earth can be changed, but, in general, to only this extent, lightning protection is possible. If, also, the strength of the field could materially be reduced, clearly, the discharges might be rendered less violent and even less frequent, but, as will be explained presently, there is no evidence that the strength of the field can be altered, greatly, by any practicable means. Hence, it appears that protection from lightning must be sought through directional control, which is both possible and practical,1 rather than through prevention.
Assume, in accordance with observation, that over an extended horizontal surface, a prairie for instance, the lines of electric force are vertical; determine how the field of force will be modified by the presence of a given structure. Obviously, if the structure itself consists of such non-conducting materials as wood and stone, there will be but little directional change of the electric force. If, however, it is made of a
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